yo u r m i l l e n n i u m fa lc o n

build the millennium falcon

Your model includes internal wiring
and switchable LEDs that can be
connected to an internal battery or
external low-voltage power source.
Separate systems can be turned on
to illuminate the rear sublight drives,
forward floodlights and internal
cockpit lighting.

interior details
While the outer shell of the Falcon is exactly like the prop used in the
movies, it also features removable upper panels that reveal finely
modelled parts of the interior. Based on key scenes from the original
trilogy, the internal details include the corridors with their concealed
smuggling compartments, plus the main hold with its holographic
dejarik game table and engineering station.

moving parts

WALL OR TABLE mount

The exterior of your model includes a number of fully
articulated parts that can be moved into a variety of
positions. These include the upper and lower quad laser
cannons and rectenna dish. The Falcon’s boarding ramp and
landing legs are also movable and will lock into either flight
position or landing position for display mounting.

The underside of the model includes a concealed mounting plate that allows
it to be bolted to a pivoting stand (available as an
sta n d a n d
optional extra) with either a flat baseplate or
basep l ate
wall bracket. Either option allows
the Falcon to be displayed in a
F R E E to
realistic flying attitude,
subs c r ibe r s
while wall mounting
enables it to be fitted out of
harm’s way. If you prefer not to use the mounting plate,
the model will stand on a table on its own landing legs.

statistics

working light effects
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cockpit internals
The large scale of the model means that the
cockpit is around 100mm long and
80mm in diameter with a fully
detailed interior. This includes
the fore and aft instrument
panels, control console and
seats, modelled on the
full-size sets used for the
movies. The interior is
illuminated to reveal the
fine detail, which includes
glowing instrumentation and
other equipment.

era: the Empire
strikes back (3 ABY)
Scale: 1:43
Length: 808mm
Width: 596mm
height: 192mm
weight: APPROX 11KG
POWER REQUIRed:
SIX AA Batteries
or external 9V
ADAPTOR (SOLD
SEPARATELY)

